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Schaum Making Music Piano Library

Rhythm Workbook
Level Four
By Wesley Schaum

FOREWORD
The purpose of this book is to help develop an understanding and feeling for the fundamental rhythms in 
music. It is intended as a supplement for any level four method book and for students of all ages.

It is intended that all lessons with music notation be played at the keyboard, after the written work has been 
completed. In this way, the student gets a feeling for the various rhythms plus valuable rhythmic reading 
experience.



*The rhythm of swing 8th notes is compared to 8th note triplet groups with arrows. The first two notes 
of each triplet are tied to match the longer length of the 1st swing 8th note. The 2nd (shorter) swing 8th 
note lines up with the last note of each triplet. Numbers for the main counts are printed below.



Measures crowded with many 16th notes or triplets can be played more easily when you find the 
main counts. In 2/4, 3/4 and 4/4 time, the main counts are the numbered counts. The main counts 
in 6/8, 9/8 and 12/8 time are 1, 4, 7 and 10 (see Lesson 15). The main counts are indicated with  
vertical lines in these sample measures.




